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By Donna Cummins

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.From the award-winning author
of RAIN OF TERROR, named to Best Kindle Books of 2015 by Digital Books Today, BURNING THE
MIDNIGHT OIL represents a sharp turn from Donna Cummins characteristic mystery
thriller/romantic suspense novels. Instead, this powerful, eclectic collection of writings runs the
gamut from flash fiction to short stories to personal-and often intimate-musings and reflections.
The author s penchant for suspense and intrigue echoes throughout many of the fictional storylines
while her reflective pieces are emotionally-driven-sometimes poignant, sometimes strongly-
opinionated-and always message-oriented. Cummins, author of the chilling, edge-of-your-seat
Blacklick Valley Mystery Series, explores both the darker side of humanity as well as the strength
and virtue of the human spirit in BURNING THE MIDNIGHT OIL. This versatile, thought-provoking
collection of narratives combines passion, intrigue, suspense, humor, heartbreak, revenge, and
sorrow; and whether the reader is brought to laughter or to tears, he will not come away
untouched. Part One: Short, Short Stories The Surprise - An unexpected twist to a bright May
morning The Decision - A heartrending choice with no right answer Stop Signs - Delving into the...
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This book is definitely not e ortless to begin on reading through but extremely fun to read. Sure, it can be enjoy, continue to an amazing and interesting
literature. I realized this book from my dad and i recommended this pdf to understand.
-- Ez equiel Schuster-- Ez equiel Schuster

It in one of the most popular publication. It is actually writter in easy words instead of confusing. You will like how the author create this book.
-- Ar t Gisla son-- Ar t Gisla son
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